• To develop a low-cost and highly efficient 5 kW SOFC-SOFEC hybrid system co-generating both electricity and hydrogen to achieve the cost target of < $3.00/gge when modeled with a 1500 gge/day hydrogen production rate.
• The project focuses on materials R&D, stack design & fabrication, and system design & verification.
2007
• 5 kW SOFC-SOFEC hybrid system development ─ Materials development and application (electrodes & seals) ─ Stack design and development ─ Hybrid system design ─ BOP components design and development
2008
• 5 kW SOFC-SOFEC hybrid system fabrication and assembly ─ Cell & non-cell repeat units fabrication ─ BOP components fabrication ─ Stack assembly and integration ─ Hybrid module evaluation ─ Control system assembly & programming • Density
Milestones Milestones
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Control System Control System
• Design of electronic control algorithm for the SOFC-SOFEC hybrid system. • Autonomous operation enables to perform all stacks at maximum fuel efficiency and producing hydrogen from excess capacity.
• Multiple stacks in parallel operation to increase reliability and disrupt failure cascades.
• Acquisition of electronic control hardware and integration with system software.
• Pre-test of power electronics and load leveling systems before being integrated into the overall system. Hydrogen production cost analysis using H2A model
Project Summary Project Summary
Relevance:
Investigate an alternative approach to provide low-cost and highly efficient distributed electricity and hydrogen Approach:
Develop a 5 kW SOFC-SOFEC hybrid system based on innovative materials development and system design research to co-generate hydrogen and electricity Materials development: -Evaluated redox stability and long-term stability of the promising cathode material for SOFEC applications. -Finalized two promising "invert" glass compositions from 81 candidates. Seals survived after 30+ thermal cycles in reducing/oxidizing atmospheres. -Investigated effects of reduction on microstructure development and phase formation, elastic properties as a function of temperature, and effects of porosity, composition & microstructure on strength. 5 kW hybrid system development: -Evaluated long-term stability tests of hydrogen production to reduce cost. -Finalized the design of hybrid modules with improved thermal management and flow optimization. -Designed and fabricated major BOP components. -Designed hybrid system control algorithm and acquired control hardware.
Proposed Future
Continue implementing mechanical/thermal analyses of anode supports; fabricate and evaluate BOP components and optimize hybrid system controls; implement 5 kW system experimental evaluation and perform cost analyses using DOE H2A model.
Technologies Accomplishments and Progresses:
Research:
